
Best Practices:
The Dynamic Business Plan



Purpose

 Most commonly used for bank/financing 
applications

 As guidance, to start or expand a business
 ACCET
◦ Required!!!!

 Standard I:  The institution has a mission and goals 

that are compatible with the mission, scope, and 

standards of ACCET and has an effective 

planning process to enhance and improve the 

institution and its education, training and 

services.



Standard I: C - Planning

 The institution utilizes a planning process, consistent with its

scope and size, to establish plans that support the

institution’s mission and goals. The plans are reviewed at

least annually, updated regularly, and implemented to improve

the effectiveness of the institution. There are sound, written

one-year and longer range (three to year) plans that

encompass both the educational and operational objectives

of the institution. The plans include specific and measurable

objectives, along with corresponding operational strategies,

projected timeframes, required resources, and method(s) for

subsequent evaluation, that are utilized to measure progress

in achieving the established objectives.



Again? 

Let’s just break it down!!!

 Standard I:C – Planning
◦ The institution utilizes a planning process,

consistent with its scope and size,

 to establish plans that support the institution’s

mission and goals.

◦ The plans are…

 reviewed at least annually,

 updated regularly, and

 implemented to improve the effectiveness of the

institution.
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How to be compliant?

 Include all of the elements we just 
discussed!



Elements…

 SMARTER
 ACCET’s provided model
 Mission/vision/broad goals
 Executive Summary – gains interest
 Description of services and target market
 Analysis of business current trends, 

situation, background
 Marketing and Operation Plan
◦ Institutional Improvement Plan

◦ Institutional Strategic Plan

 Competitors, value added, why you?
 Financial Information



EXAMPLE of a Simple Business 

Plan



How to be Dynamic?

 Share the tasks.
 Share the information.
 Share the progress.
 Share the challenges.
 Share the changes.

Share, share, share…



How to be Dynamic?

 Share, share, share…

With whom?
 Managers (at all levels and campuses) –

usually a given
 The “above and beyond” shines when you 

can demonstrate you share your dynamic 
plans with:
◦ Staff and Faculty….. Students and Community



How to demonstrate how 

Dynamic you are (your plans are!) 

 Record everything!
◦ In your planning documents!



Example of Dynamic Business Plan 

with EVERYTHING recorded!


